TWIST
Join the Revolution!

Give your day a Twist

08:00

08:30

08:35

09:35

Good morning!
Start your day with Twist!

Today is training day!
Marta reaches the gym, with Twist hooked
in front to move around safely when outside.
Hands free.

Check-up and set-up
With the Klaxon® App you can set the speed
and the braking parameters. Check your
battery consumption and much more!

Fencing training
Marta is a fencing athlete. Twist is perfect
for her because she can connect and
disconnect it in a moment between the
matches.

11:30

20:30
Flight to London
Twist, stored in its own bag, is extremely
practical to carry and can travel by plane
with Pietro. Twist is lightweight and ideal to
be taken on all your trips!

19:30
Last-minute shopping
Twist is the ideal solution: it is compact and
manoeuvrable even in the tightest of indoor
environments such as an airport duty-free
shop.

Coffee break
Twist engaged on the front to easily
overcome the challenges of the urban
routes. Pietro can adjust his speed thanks to
the intuitive and ergonomic controller.

18:30
Emotions are joy
Enjoy unforgettable moments as you hold
hands with your loved ones at sunset! With
Twist you can reach the most romantic
places!

16:00
Playing together
Manuel is an unbeatable dad! He spends his
free time in exciting speed races with Erika.
Twist is agile, practical and fun!

15:30
In search of a catchy glimpse
Massimo is a painter who draws inspiration
from the moving colours. With the handlebar
Twist goes faster!

A “thousand” functions Twist!
Several possibilities of use
Twist engaged on the front for a relaxed and safe outdoor ride.
Choose your speed with the Controller and move with your hands
free. Connect the handlebar and go fast in total comfort! The
rear-mounted Twist is ideal for indoor use.

Quick and easy to connect
Twist can be connected and disconnected in seconds and in total
autonomy. Twist is the solution for your independent mobility.
Discover a new feeling of freedom without giving up the comfort
of moving with your wheelchair.

Stylish, technological and wireless
Connect your driving system via Bluetooth. Control and select
the pre-settings directly from the Klaxon® App. Nothing stands
between you and your freedom!
Twist is cool and elegant, perfect for moving around in style.

Safe and secure
Twist is made of high-quality materials and meets the
requirements of innovation and technology. It is designed to
accompany you at all times in complete safety and durability.
Integrated LED lights to live the night!

Lightweight and manoeuvrable
Twist is agile. It rotates 360° and is ideal for narrow spaces. The
integrated ergonomic handle makes it easy to hold and transport.
We take care of every detail.

Compact and transportable
Explore new destinations with Twist. Discover the pleasure of
travelling like never before! Twist is compact and lightweight and
can be carried and transported by car, train or plane.

Suitable for all types of terrain

Linking System Klaxon®
The innovative linking system can be mounted on any type of
wheelchair, rigid or foldable. Expand the functionality without
sacrificing manoeuvrability and lightness.

Twist overcomes everyday obstacles with ease. Manages climbs
efficiently. When installed in the front it lifts the wheelchair’s front
wheels and allows to move on all type of terrain.

Technologies and components
Travel bag
Practical and indispensable bag for your travels.

Controller
A touch of the lever is all it takes to accelerate and to
choose a pre-set speed. Just press the button to brake.

Integrated LED lights
Ensure visibility and safety.

Removable battery
Twist is even lighter and easier to handle thanks to the
removable battery.

Data

Foldable handlebar
A handlebar that is practical and easy to carry.

Ergonomic handle
Facilitates the engagement and its loading into the
various means of transport.

Klaxon® App
Select your favourite driving pre-sets through your
smartphone. Stay connected!

Material

Aluminium

Motor

36V x 750W brushless

Wheel

10” smooth tread tyre

Brakes

with Controller: Electronic Brake System
with Handlebar: 150 mm Mechanical Brake

Driving speed

with Controller: up to 6 km/h
with Handlebar: up to 15 km/h

Battery
information

Lithium 36V x 4Ah (weight 1.5 kg)
Charging time: approx. 2h

Range

approx. 20 km (at moderate speed, on flat terrain
and with user weighing 70 kg)

Weight

7.5 kg (without battery)

Connection

Available options:
Central Linking System Klaxon®
Lateral Linking System Klaxon®
Rear Linking System Klaxon®

Dimensions

Twist: W 15 cm x H 34 cm x D 31 cm
with Handlebar: W 45 cm x H 94 cm x D 42 cm

Technologies

Downhill Speed Control (in Controller Mode),
Intelligent Cruise Control (in Controller Mode),
Electronic Brake System

Included
accessories

Battery, Battery Charger, Frontal Light, Rear Light

Included
services

Klaxon® App

Optionals

Controller, Handlebar, Additional battery
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